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About This Workbook

The Think Like A DJ: Workbook is an accountability tool for you. It will help you identify areas of success and opportunity in your activation of the 7 Steps To Spin Poverty Into Prosperity. Complete this document in solitude, free from distraction and/or stress.

In your own words, describe your dream vision:

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Is that all? Did you miss any details?

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

A Dream Statement is a brief affirmation you can repeat to amplify your positive energy!

WHAT IS YOUR DREAM STATEMENT?
Did COVID-19 impact your energy level, work ethic or are you fearful to start your business idea because suddenly you feel uninspired? Learn inside knowledge from an Emmy Award Winning DJ, filmmaker and self-published author about the proven 7 Steps to refocus your vision & reignite your passion and productivity in a global pandemic. In this new world, you are your best asset. Together, let’s get your turntables spinning hits again!
I will write my vision daily because:


I will speak & repeat my personal dream statement 7 times daily because:


I have the following 7 naturally unique passions, gifts, skills, talents or abilities:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7.
Describe 7 practical ways to generate income streams from your 7 passions, gifts, skills, talents or abilities:

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

I have overcome the following 7 F.E.A.Rs in my life: *(Forget Everything And Rise)*

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Overcoming these fears makes me feel:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Based on conquering these feelings, can I overcome future fears? (Circle One) 

Yes / No 

If I created my best life-party, I would feel:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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When I trust myself the most, I am usually:

Directions: In this exercise, take 2 minutes each to envision your life projected as a film on a screen, what do you see playing out in ACT I, II and III?

**ACT I:**
MY LIFE VISION
1-3 Year

MY LIFE VISION
3-5 Years

**ACT II**
MY LIFE VISION
5-7 Years

MY LIFE VISION
7-10 Years
ACT III
25 Years +

DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF (Circle One)

DISCIPLINED SAVER

DISCIPLINED SPENDER

Directions: In order to spin your poverty in prosperity, you must learn the art and science of saving and investing in your Dream. Take a moment below to describe how you’d feel about your life if you actually did not achieve your dream.

Directions: If you do achieve your dream, write a 5-7-sentence memento below, praising your future successful self for spinning your poverty into prosperity.
Directions: Of the 7 Steps To Spin Poverty Into Prosperity, what step most resonates with you? Please explain:

List 7 Next Steps You Must Take To Get Your Life-Turntable Spinning:

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.

7 STEPS TO SPIN POVERTY INTO PROSPERITY

2. **DROP YOUR FIRST RECORD** – Act On Faith
3. **FEEL THE BEAT** – Connect With Likeminded Individuals
4. **RIDE THE WAVE** – Radically Trust Yourself
5. **KEEP SPINNING HITS** – Consistently Connect & Create A Morning Routine
6. **FEEL THE DANCEFLOOR** – Build A Dream Circle Around Your Business, Fearlessly Network, Assemble Your Personal Advisory Board
7. **ROCK THE PARTY** – Leave An Intergenerational Legacy

About Intuition Productions

Intuition Productions is a multimedia edutainment & millennial event production company. Our purpose is to produce and market music experiences, art and literary content that uplifts, enlightens, and inspires global, diverse audiences, ultimately pushing culture forward.
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